JSTOR is a not-for-profit service that helps scholars, researchers, and students discover, use, and build upon a wide range of content in a trusted digital archive. We use information technology and tools to increase productivity and facilitate new forms of scholarship. For more information about JSTOR, please contact support@jstor.org. (Hamlet, III, i, T mHE variety of possible meanings of "conscience" in the Elizabethan period has enabled its occurrence in Hamlet's most familiar soliloquy to be widely interpreted (or, as I hope to suggest, misinterpreted) to mean "consciousness" (OED, I) rather than "knowledge of right and wrong" (OED, II). For instance, most of the readily available editions of Hamlet gloss "conscience" here as "consciousness," "self-consciousness" or "reflection."2 There appears to be nothing in the lines themselves, however, to suggest this reading of the word. The apparent meaning of the text is fairly straightforward: the moral sense inhibits action by generating fear (of the consequences). The word "conscience" occurs several times in the rest of the play where it seems to need no gloss, and it refers consistently to the faculty which distinguishes between good and evil.3
T mHE variety of possible meanings of "conscience" in the Elizabethan period has enabled its occurrence in Hamlet's most familiar soliloquy to be widely interpreted (or, as I hope to suggest, misinterpreted) to mean "consciousness" (OED, I) rather than "knowledge of right and wrong" (OED, II). For instance, most of the readily available editions of Hamlet gloss "conscience" here as "consciousness," "self-consciousness" or "reflection."2 There appears to be nothing in the lines themselves, however, to suggest this reading of the word. The apparent meaning of the text is fairly straightforward: the moral sense inhibits action by generating fear (of the consequences). The word "conscience" occurs several times in the rest of the play where it seems to need no gloss, and it refers consistently to the faculty which distinguishes between good and evil.3
Six lines before the beginning of this soliloquy Claudius has given the a vestige of the Romantic view of the play, which locates the central problem not in Hamlet's situation but in his character: the tender, delicate, sensitive prince, unequal to the sacred duty of revenge, endlessly inventing excuses to escape from the harsh reality of action.
This Hamlet toys in his melancholy with the notion of suicide, but he is incapable even of that, and the "conscience" said to make a coward of him is the speculative tendency which continually supplies him with pretexts for inaction. But we can no longer accept that revenge is a sacred duty,7 and in rejecting this we must also reject the escapist Hamlet inhibited by a Romantic "consciousness." Once we do so, as Eleanor Prosser argues, "the final lines of the soliloquy can mean only one thing: that the inner voice of judgement, by warning us that a proposed action is damnable, prevents us from undertaking great enterprises and thus makes us cowards."8 We are then confronted by an altogether more vigorous Hamlet, struggling to determine the "nobler" course, but caught up in the moral ambiguity that what seems a great enterprise is forbidden by conscience.
Hamlet and Revenge is a most valuable and stimulating book, but in making its case against the sacred duty theory it seems to me to obscure some of the complexity of Hamlet's predicament. On the one hand, revenge is damnable; but, on the other, something is rotten in the state of Denmark. By Act III it is clear to the audience at least that Claudius is a villain; by Act IV Claudius is plotting to murder Hamlet; most of the court is spying on most of the rest of the court. The question of a recourse to law does not arise:9 the king is the source of law, and significantly Claudius twice insists that he will not bring Hamlet to "a public count" for the murder of Polonius (IV, iii, (3) (4) IV, vii, i6 ff.) . There is an irony available to the audience in his explanation: Hamlet's popularity would ensure that the king's arrows "Would have reverted to my bow again,/ But not where I have aimed them" (IV, vii, . The fountainhead of justice is poisoned. The time is out of joint; and Hamlet believes, as might any Renaissance prince, that he has a duty to set it right. It is difficult to imagine that an audience, however attentive to contemporary moralists, could admire a Hamlet who simply washed his hands of the whole matter. On the contrary, he has two possible courses, both wrong-or perhaps both right. The question which confronts the audience as well as the prince is which is "nobler."
Eleanor Prosser and Fredson Bowers have both paid scholarly attention to the attitudes to revenge which prevailed both on and off the Elizabethan stage.10 My hypothesis is that we can gain further insight into the expectations and assumptions of Elizabethan audiences by examining their dramatic heritage of the analysis of inner conflict in the morality plays, and in particular the recurrent opposition in the allegorical drama between Conscience and Wrath. Hamlet has to make a moral choice, and in this he is the heir of Mankind and Everyman, the heroes of the morality tradition, which dominated the popular stage in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries and which consistently analyzed, with varying degrees of subtlety, the processes of ethical conflict. It is no longer necessary, I think, to make out a case for the familiarity of Shakespeare and his contemporaries with this tradition. Scholarship now recognizes that elements of the morality pattern were successively transformed by Marlowe, Shakespeare, and Jonson."I Clearly, the conflicts dramatized in the moralities were not confined to the stage. These plays have their roots in sermons, and the sermons in turn reflect the prevailing concerns of the Christian tradition. But while in one sense it is a mistake to isolate drama, in another sense there is a special relationship between plays and other plays. The prevalence of particular theatrical conventions in given periods implies that the previous experience of the audience in the theater itself has an influence on their expectations, their beliefs about what is plausible, and their willingness to accept certain relationships and connections without detailed exposition by the dramatist each time they recur.12 Parallels between Hamlet's ethical doubts and the moral uncertainties of his allegorical predecessors make available to an 10 Eleanor Prosser, op. cit.; Fredson Bowers, Elizabethan Revenge Tragedy (Princeton 1940 A play which is much closer to Shakespeare's own period, but which is very clearly in the morality tradition, offers a further parallel.
In Nathaniel Woodes's The Conflict of Conscience, printed in 1581, Philologus is persuaded by the vices to abandon his Protestant convictions and become a Catholic. As he is on the point of abjuring his faith, Spirit urges him not to betray his conscience (11. 1462 and 1484) .24 Philologus acknowledges that his conscience pricks him (1. (11. 501-8) Haphazard is contemptuous: "Why these are but thoughts man? why fie for shame fie" (1. 510). Like Hamlet, he scorns the pale cast of thought and urges, "Then care not for consience, the worth of a pin" (1. Pi6). Apius accepts his advice, asserting that he is no coward: "Let Consience grope, and iudgement craue, I will not shrink one whit" (1.
524).
Conscience, thought, and cowardice are here aligned exactly as they are in Hamlet's speech. It is because Hamlet's ethics are more subtle, because he sees the ambiguity of his position and is anxious to know which course is "nobler" that he is the hero of the play.
III
The recurrent morality figure of Wrath is also, I suggest, relevant to the audience's response to Hamlet. Wrath is a vice-figure who consistently urges his victims to mindless and unhesitating belligerence.
In The Castle of Perseverance he instructs Mankind, "Be also wroth as Pou were wode" (as if you were mad, 1. io88); "Be redy to spylle mans blod" (1. 1092). He insists that Mankind should react at once to an injury: "Whoso Pe wrethe, be fen or flode,/ Loke Pou be avengyd 3erne" (at once, 11. 1090-1); "Anon take venjaunce, man, I rede" (1. 1097). Claudius gives Laertes the same advice: "What we would do,/ We should do when we would" (IV, vii, . Hamlet's delay is to his credit.
In The World and the Child, when Conscience tries to persuade him to forsake the seven kings, the hero is particularly reluctant to abandon Wrath, "For he is in every deed doughty,l For him dare no man rout" (11. 393-4). He believes that Wrath is synonymous with courage, and that any other mode of behavior is cowardice.31 Conscience 31 Cf. Lady Macbeth, n. 29 above. See also Joseph Hall, who calls duelling a "conceit of false fortitude" (Epistles, vol. II, 16o8), in Works, ed. Peter Hall (London, 1837), VI, 210; Wither, "Of Choller": "there may be many doe suppose,/ It is a signe of courage" (p. 73); and Wither, "Of Man": revenge is "That cruell Ruffian, that in vaine doth striue,/ His Off-spring from true Valour to deriue" (ibid., p. 27). prevails, however, but when he leaves the stage, Folly appears in order to tempt the hero back to sin. His first action is to challenge him to a fight (11. 538 ff.). Manhood resists because Conscience forbids fighting; Folly accuses him of cowardice; Manhood becomes very angry and fights to prove that he is not afraid; and thereafter he submits to Folly who leads him to other forms of sin. Fighting is associated with Folly, irrationality: Conscience prescribes patience, but patience is associated by the Vice with cowardice. Hamlet, like Manhood, is the victim of antithetical impulses. Driven to rage by excitements of his reason and his blood, he is ready to call his hesitation cowardice, a "craven scruple" (IV, iv, 40). The moralities would suggest that the noun "scruple" is at least as telling as the adjective.32
The same sort of network of associations occurs in Wager's The Longer Thou Livest, The More Fool Thou Art, a morality of the 1560's. The hero, Moros (fool), is associated from his childhood with Wrath who, conventionally enough, calls himself "Manhood" to delude the protagonist into associating him with tough, manly courage.33 Wrath Cf. Hamlet II, ii, 565-9; IV, iv, 39-46. Of course, some men think "bloody actions" honorable (p. 58), but in truth revenge is "Brutish" (p. 61), ranting (p. 67), the fruit of uncontrolled passion (p. 62). Only patient endurance of injury permits the conscience to rest in safety (pp. 64-5). In the following poem ("Of Choller") it is made clear that revenge proceeds from unbridled wrath (p. 69). The parallels with Hamlet may be purely coincidental: if so, they provide further evidence of a conjunction of ideas common in the period. If, on the other hand, they spring from a half-remembered performance of the play, they show how Wither at least interpreted the relationship between wrath and conscience in Hamlet.
33 For other instances of Wrath disguised as Manhood, see Spivack, op. cit., pp.
155-6o.
This content downloaded from 107. Enter furiously with a grey beard.
Where is he? Blood, sides, heart and wounds! A man I am now, every inch of me.
I shall teach the knave to keep his bounds ...
Fight alone. (11. 1743-52)
He is still ranting and brandishing his sword when God's Judgment comes on to put an end to his career. Moros, the recurrent figure of Wrath, as well as Sturdiness in The Trial of Treasure (1567)35 all represent the bombast and violence of the passionate, unthinking impulse to avenge a wrong.
The opposition between Wrath and Conscience is parallel to the opposition which is reflected in Hamlet's soliloquies. One part of his nature is committed, because he loved his father and because he is outraged by his mother's incest and his uncle's villainy, to passionate, 34 R. Mark Benbow, ed., op. cit. 35 Sturdiness is a companion of Lust, the reprobate protagonist. Sturdiness can neither read nor write but he excels at swearing and fighting (Robert Dodsley, Old Plays, ed. W. C. Hazlitt [London, 1874] , III, 270). mindless vengeance. That is the Hamlet who would outrant the Player, "Make mad the guilty and appal the free" (II, ii, 557); who castigates himself with his own inaction and calls it unmanly cowardice (II, ii, 565-83); who falls a-cursing like Moros, "Bloody, bawdy villain . . ." (II, ii, 575); and who asserts, like Wrath, that "rightly to be great/ Is . . . greatly to find quarrel in a straw" (IV, iv, 53-5).
The language of these passionate, self-castigating soliloquies is often crude and blustering, and the values they express fall little short of those of Pyrrhus, drenched with blood, "roasted in wrath and fire" (II, ii, 455), appalling Hecuba (and the audience) with his violence.
The imagery of vengeance is gross: "Now could I drink hot blood" (III, ii, 380); "I should have fatted all the region kites/ With this slave's offal" (II, ii, . Revenge belongs to the very witching time of night, When churchyards yawn, and hell itself breathes out Contagion to this world. (III, ii, Revenge entails the "lawless resolutes" of Fortinbras, the poisoned sword of Laertes, and above all Hamlet's refusal to kill Claudius while he is praying because this would be "hire and salary, not revenge" (III, iii, 79) . It is crude, extravagant, and wildly in excess of justice.
Wrath always exceeds justice: that is its nature in the morality plays and, of course, in the Christian tradition which is their motive force.
In The Longer Thou Livest it is clear that People does not deserve
Moros's threats. But Claudius presents a more complex problem. If revenge is evil, so are Claudius's crimes; and analysis of the play makes it hard to believe that the audience, however influenced by the morality tradition, or by non-dramatic moral and political pleas for patience or for civil order, would endorse the action of a hero who put the episode of the Ghost behind him and returned to Wittenberg.36 Hamlet is the victim not simply of temptation to evil but of a moral dilemma, and this is central to our understanding of the play as a whole.
IV
It is this ambiguity above all which has given rise to so much of the critical disagreement about Hamlet's moral obligations, the meaning 36 Kenneth Muir, Shakespeare the Professional (London, 1972), p. 67. of the "To be or not to be" speech, and the significance of "conscience." If we examine the linguistic collocations of revenge and its cognate forms (including vengeance) in the play, it becomes clear that there is no need to go outside the text itself for evidence of this ambiguity: Hamlet is prompted to his revenge by heaven and hell (II, ii, 580).
Hell, sin, and darkness seem the dominant collocations of revenge (III, i, 122; III, ii, 248; IV, v, ; but Hamlet believes himself to be prompted by heaven too. One possible source of this conviction is the association of revenge with honor, and this connection is made in the text. The sight of Fortinbras's army seems designed to spur his dull revenge (IV, iv, 33), to incite him to emulate the honorable behavior of this "delicate and tender prince" (1. 48). And yet the reasoning of this speech, as is widely recognized, seems curiously self-consuming:
Rightly to be great Is not to stir without great argument, But greatly to find quarrel in a straw, When honour's at the stake. (11. 53-6) The missing negative of line 54 should give us pause: the line as it stands receives a good deal of support from the rest of the speech even though it runs counter to the ostensible pattern of reasoning.
Fortinbras's behavior is as absurd as it is heroic and the language fails to persuade us that the "eggshell" (1. 53), the "fantasy and trick of fame" (1. 61) can justify "the imminent death of twenty thousand men" (1. 6o). Nor, I think, is this response entirely anachronistic.
Within the previous four or five years Elizabethan audiences had watched the comedy of Hotspur uncontrollably talking too much, largely about honor and revenge (i Henry IV, I, iii, , and had heard Falstaff more pithily put the opposite case at the other end of the same play (V, i, 126-40) . Hotspur here appears heroic but ridiculous, Falstaff a coward with common sense. Honor is as morally ambiguous as revenge itself: it certainly has little to do with heaven.
The real source of -Hamlet's conviction of heaven's interest in revenge is filial love, endorsed by nature and by the commandments. This is the basis of the Ghost's appeal:
Ghost. If thou didst ever dear father loveHam . 0 God! Ghost. Revenge his foul and most unnatural murder. (I, v, 23-5) The sequence dear father love-God-revenge reflects this trio of ideas.
The commonest of the collocations with revenge and its cognate forms is father, which occurs with nine of the sixteen instances of revenge. In In further evil? (V, ii, 63-70) It is still a question of conscience but the terms are reversed. Revenge is not mentioned: the problem is to prevent further villainy, and in this context conscience seems to demand action, an enterprise of great pitch and moment, while it is passivity which seems damnable. shall I reuenged be Of good Kynge Agememnones death, ye godes declare to me Or shall I let the, adulltres dame, styll wallow in her sin? (11. 214-16) The question is whether to endure Clytemnestra's villainy or to take arms against it. The Vice, Revenge, appears at once, calling himself 39Claudius's murder of Old Hamlet, his attempted murder of the hero, and his vicelike corruption of Laertes can hardly fail to prompt a response of this kind from the audience. The play is here consistent with the orthodox Elizabethan political theory that the king is bound by the law (see C. H. and K. George, The Protestant Mind of the English Reformation [Princeton, 1961] , pp. 221 ff.).
40 Eleanor Prosser discusses Horestes (pp. 41-4), but I think she underestimates its ambiguity, believing that revenge is presented unequivocally as "a shocking crime" (p. and after explaining that this is to be interpreted widely, he adds, "Againe, this law is as well transgressed by not killing, when the law chargeth to kill, and by pardoning the punishment due unto murther, as by killing when we should not."145 To uphold the law Hamlet has to break it, and Perkins offers no opinion which would further help to resolve his problem. But on the other hand he urges, "howsomever thou pursuest this act,/ Taint not thy mind" (I, v, 84-5) . The play as a whole suggests that Hamlet's mind is tainted-not in the sense that he is mad, but that he is inevitably corrupted by his mission. Hamlet is as ethically scrupulous as it is possible to be, but symbolically he finally kills Claudius with the poisoned rapier and the poisoned wine.47 The king's to blame in both cases; but Hamlet uses Claudius's own weapons, the characteristic weapons of the revenger. In the same way, Hamlet is in no sense responsible for the situation in which he finds himself, but he becomes tainted by it, killing Polonius, Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, and, indirectly, Ophelia. We can see why: as pawns of Claudius, they represent the enemy. But their deaths are evidence that Hamlet has lost his innocence. It appears that to act morally he must act violently, and yet he cannot act violently and retain his integrity.
If Hamlet were a morality play, it would present a simple antithesis between conscience and wrath, or between mindless revenge and thought. In Horestes Pickering confronted the moral and political ambiguities of revenge but was unable to weld them into a coherent whole. The evidence suggests that if Perkins had confronted Hamlet's problem, he would have recognized the full extent of its complexity. 48 Maynard Mack, "The World of Hamlet," Yale Review XLI (1951-2), 502-23, p. 504.
